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PART 3

GENERAL

Limitation

34 Interruption of limitation period: media complaints and expert determination

After section 19CB of the Prescription and Limitation (Scotland) Act 1973
(interruption of limitation period: mediation) insert—

“19CC Interruption of section 18A(1) limitation period: media
complaints and expert determination

(1) In any computation of the period specified in section 18A(1), any relevant
period in relation to a relevant matter is to be disregarded.

(2) For the purposes of this section, a relevant period—
(a) begins on the day on which the parties agree, in writing, to attempt

to resolve the dispute by way of a complaints process or expert
determination (“the process”), and

(b) ends on such day as the parties may agree or, otherwise, on the day—
(i) on which a party notifies another party that they are

withdrawing from the process,
(ii) which falls 14 days after the day on which a party makes a

request for confirmation that another party is continuing with
the process (and no response has been received),

(iii) which falls 14 days after the day on which any person (other
than a party) who was conducting or facilitating the process
resigns or dies or otherwise becomes incapable of acting (and
no replacement has been appointed).
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(3) This section does not apply where the process is one to which section 19CA
or 19CB applies.

(4) In this section—
“complaints process” means a process whereby two or more parties to
a dispute attempt to resolve the dispute between them by referring the
relevant matter to an independent person that handles complaints relating
to the publication of material in the medium in question to make a
determination on the merits of the relevant matter,
“expert determination” means a process whereby two or more parties to a
dispute attempt to resolve the dispute between them by appointing a single
independent and suitable individual who holds appropriate professional
qualifications and is a member of a suitable professional body to act as an
expert and decide the dispute, such person to be agreed by the parties or,
failing which, to be determined in a manner agreed by the parties,
“party” means a party to the complaints process or expert determination,
“relevant matter” means a matter to which a limitation period applies by
virtue of section 18A(1).

(5) The Scottish Ministers may by regulations amend the definitions in
subsection (4).

(6) Regulations under subsection (5) are subject to the affirmative procedure.”.


